## EC-Declaration of Conformity

**Manufacturer’s Name:** Astec International Limited  
**and Address:** 16th Floor Lu Plaza, 2 Wing Yip Street, Kwun Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong  
Tel: (63) 995-4000  
Fax: (63) 995-4050  

**Authorized Representative:** Istvan Fazekas  
**and Address:** Astec Europe Ltd. (Austrian Branch)  
Campus 21, Liebermannstraße F15 201  
2345 Brunn am Gebirge  
Austria  

**Product:** Switching Power Supply for building-in  
**Type designation:** DS495SPE:3-XXX  
(Where –XXX can be any alphanumeric character, symbol or blank that represents customer identity that does not affect safety.)

The designated product is in conformity with:

A: The European EMC directive **2014/30/EU**, as attested by conformity with the following harmonized standard(s):  
- EN 55024:2010 Limits and methods of measurement of Immunity characteristics of Information Technology Equipment. (Reference basic standards are as follows:)  
  (1) IEC 61000-4-2 ; (2) IEC 61000-4-3 ; (3) IEC 61000-4-4  
  (4) IEC 61000-4-5 ; (5) IEC 61000-4-6 ; (6) IEC 61000-4-11 ; (7) IEC 61000-4-12  
- EN 61000-3-2:2014 Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current <=16A per phase)  
- EN 61000-3-3:2013 Limitation of voltage fluctuations and flicker in low-voltage supply systems for equipment with rated current <=16A

B: The European LVD directive **2014/35/EU** as attested by conformity with the following harmonized standard(s):  
- EN 60950-1:2006/A2:2013 Safety of Information Technology Equipment

C: The European RoHS directive **2015/863/EU** of the European Parliament.  
- EN 50581:2012 Technical documentation for the assessment of electrical and electronic products with respect to the restriction of hazardous substances.

**Year of CE marking:** 2016
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